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Executive Summary: 
 

This report outlines the implications, opportunities, and threats of big data analytics faced by 
various participants within the wholesale and specialty sector of the insurance industry. A variety of 
business articles and past white papers were sourced to compile information presented in this 
document. This paper describes how big data analytics presents all parties in the insurance industry 
with opportunities to improve underwriting effectiveness, make wiser decisions, and increase 
profitability. 

While big data will likely become a differentiating tool for successful users within the 
insurance industry, not every business is well-positioned to take advantage of this tool. Many will 
have difficulty with cost, cultural, and cyber risk concerns associated with implementing and 
managing analytical initiatives. Smaller less sophisticated organizations may even confront adverse 
selection and competitive disadvantages if they do not adopt data analytics. Conversely, companies 
that embrace and successfully implement big data will likely reap all of the benefits identified above 
and also yet to be identified.  

Marketing is an area where big data holds significant promise. Traditional practices for 
marketing often involve developing prices based on simplistic factors, such as the cost to produce 
the product, standard margins, or prices for similar products. Managers may choose to manage their 
products as they always have or cite “market prices” as an excuse for not attacking specific issues. 
Worst case, they rely on “tried and tested” historical methods, such as a universal 10 percent price 
hike on everything. Alternatively, the key to establishing better pricing, performance and improving 
overall key performance indicators is understanding fully the power of (big) data now at a company’s 
disposal. For future viability, all organizations may consider taking steps to integrate these key 
performance indicator analytics into their daily business practices. Even if financial constraints 
prevent grand scale campaigns, smaller organizations can seek out targeted and affordable projects 
to develop their analytical capabilities. Each endeavor into data analytics will only make the 
organization better and trigger further innovation.  
 

Implications:  
 

• Harvard Business Review described the proliferation of data when they reported “the 
availability of data is growing at an explosive rate. More data crosses the internet every 
second than were stored in the entire internet just 20 years ago. With greater availability of 
data, carriers may feel compelled to determine the best way to aggregate the data and use it 
to predict behavior.” The greater availability of data will eventually allow carriers to provide 
better products to their customers.1  

• The number of data sources, both public and private, continue to grow. From sensors to 
social media, digital pictures, video posts to blogs, tweets, online searches, purchase history, 
and cell phone usage, the amounts and volume of data being collected is increasingly 
significant. Similar to the issue of data proliferation, carriers have the opportunity to 
incorporate data from many sources they may not be currently using, to maximize the 
benefit of aggregating data. 

 
1 McAfee, A. and Brynjolfsson E. “Big data: The Management Revolution.” Harvard Business Review. October 2012. 
https://hbr.org/2012/10/big-data-the-management-revolution  

https://hbr.org/2012/10/big-data-the-management-revolution
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• Previously, organizations collected and maintained all their data internally. Today, there are 
ever-increasing capabilities to obtain data from public and private data sources, including 
accessibility via the cloud. This will expand accessibility data and additional 3rd party data 
sources stored in the cloud.   

• Data variety and diversity, in particular, are pushing the traditional, relational database 
management technologies to their limits, and are raising additional interest in new 
approaches to data management. 

• Legacy IT systems are too rigid for big data and have a hard time making room for newly 
acquired 3rd party data. Companies will need to invest in more advanced systems that are 
capable of assimilating internal and external data (including photos, videos, sound 
recordings, written text, and sensor data) for decision making. 

• The ability to aggregate data requires skills not found in some organizations. Other 
organizations possess the internal skillset, but opportunities for growth remain by better 
leveraging sources both internal and external.   

• Forbes Magazine highlighted the implications of big data and predictive models when they 
stated that “models which show what is likely to happen in the future, based on the 
relationships between variables which we know to exist from historical data... is a key tool in 
the big data scientist’s toolkit, and insurance (predictably) has been one industry that has 
been very keen to adopt it.”2 

• Due to the small size of some MGAs, budgetary constraints may interfere with their ability 
to hire and train personnel, make technological investments, or buy services from contract 
firms. Purchasing analysis and data collection services may be their best option for affording 
big data projects.  

• Having data and analyzing data are two distinct efforts, each requiring their own dedicated 
energies. Data in and of itself offers limited value. When regression analysis techniques are 
applied to this newly available public and private data, algorithms result and thus new sales 
opportunities, not otherwise conceivable, are created.      

• The use of key performance indicators and sales process analytics will show executives and 
owners more about underwriter performance, underwriting compliance, profitability, book 
diversity, and production numbers. 

• According to research by Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolfsson, of MIT, companies that 
inject big data and analytics into their operations show productivity rates and profitability 
that are 5% to 6% higher than those of their peers.3  

• The vast majority of the challenges companies struggle with as they operationalize big data 
are related to people and change management, not technology. Issues like organizational 
alignment, business process and adoption must be recognized and responded to. Randy 
Bean, CEO of New Vantage Partners, stated clearly in Harvard Business Review that, 

 
2 Marr, B. “How big data is changing insurance forever.” Forbes. December 16, 2015. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/12/16/how-big-data-is-changing-the-insurance-industry-
forever/#634e19bd289b  
3 Barton, D. and Court, D. “Making Advanced Analytics Work for You.” Harvard Business Review. October 2012. 
https://hbr.org/2012/10/making-advanced-analytics-work-for-you  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/12/16/how-big-data-is-changing-the-insurance-industry-forever/#634e19bd289b
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/12/16/how-big-data-is-changing-the-insurance-industry-forever/#634e19bd289b
https://hbr.org/2012/10/making-advanced-analytics-work-for-you
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“companies must take the long view and recognize that businesses cannot successfully adopt 
big data without cultural change”.4  

 
COVID-19 Specific Implications  

 

• Insurance companies and insurance brokers, as well as employers in general, are collecting 
increasingly personal information about their employees and clients. This information may 
include employee’s daily temperature, movements and potentially other protected health 
data. The expanded data set can be used to protect companies and workers or inform 
business decisions but could also create privacy concerns or potential HIPAA violations.5.6 

• Pre-COVID-19 data sets may be suddenly out of date or in need of major review/update to 
ensure conclusions being drawn from this data are currently relevant. Admitted insurers, in 
particular, will have difficulties adapting quickly to new information due to form and rate 
filing requirements with states.  

 

Opportunities:  
 

• As stated by Bernard Marr: “Big data is undoubtedly a tool that can bring a great amount of 
positive change to the insurance industry, in the form of better customer service, more 
efficiently priced premiums and a reduction in the overall harm caused by fraud.” This 
opportunity is further supported by Louis Columbus in his writing for Forbes that, 
“Attaining price optimization for a given product or service is becoming more possible 
thanks to advances in big data algorithms and advanced analytics techniques.”7  

• Big data will be paramount to ensuring profitable business is written and classified, allowing 
for more thorough risk analysis and underwriting.  

• Many companies already maintain customer data, including email, call center, agent, portal, 
faxes, adjustor reports, etc. By combining these direct customer connections with indirect 
connections (such as social media, blogs, and log files), companies can develop a more 
holistic, 360-degree view of each customer, leading to better customer knowledge and 
engagement. 

• When applied to underwriting, combining external data sources with existing data leads to 
more accurate regression analysis, in order to identify the combinations of risk characteristics 
from high to low profitability groupings.  This identification process leads to improved risk 
assessment, selection, and can drive higher ultimate profitability. 

 
4 Bean, R. “Just using big data isn’t big enough anymore.” Harvard Business Review. February 9, 2016.     
https://hbr.org/2016/02/just-using-big-data-isnt-enough-anymore  
5What Employers Need to know about HIPAA. The National Law Review. March 23, 2020.  
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/what-employers-need-to-know-about-hipaa 
6 Childers, A. Tech firm launches screening, contact tracing app. Business Insurance. June, 26, 2020. 
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20200626/NEWS08/912335324/Technology-firm-AltumAI-launches-
screening-contact-tracing-app-COVID-19-coronavi# 
7 Columbus, L. “Ten ways big data is revolutionizing marketing and sales.” Forbes. May 9, 2016. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/05/09/ten-ways-big-data-is-revolutionizing-marketing-and-
sales/#7eb701aa21cf    

https://hbr.org/2016/02/just-using-big-data-isnt-enough-anymore
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/what-employers-need-to-know-about-hipaa
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20200626/NEWS08/912335324/Technology-firm-AltumAI-launches-screening-contact-tracing-app-COVID-19-coronavi
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20200626/NEWS08/912335324/Technology-firm-AltumAI-launches-screening-contact-tracing-app-COVID-19-coronavi
https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/05/09/ten-ways-big-data-is-revolutionizing-marketing-and-sales/#7eb701aa21cf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/05/09/ten-ways-big-data-is-revolutionizing-marketing-and-sales/#7eb701aa21cf
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• Focusing on attracting clients within the most profitable combinations of characteristics and 
avoiding clients with the least profitable combinations of characteristics is the basis of 
innovation that can drive a big data underwriting environment. 

• Organizations that do this well have already found this approach to bring a sustainable 
competitive advantage.  Hypothetical example:  A carrier knows that one who owns a 
property valued at 1mm and starts a new LLC in New York fits the characteristics of other 
clients in its most profitable category of their BOP book of business.  When external data 
sources such as a Secretary of State database, identify this for the data-mining insurer, that 
insurer’s processing system can automatically send a BOP application to procure the 
coverage for the new entity, faster than any other agent can maneuver.    

• Data application can make pricing more accurate while possibly lowering a carrier’s exposure 
to frequency and severity of losses, but through the example above we see it can also drive 
top line revenue with dollars that are more certain to funnel to better bottom line 
economics. 

• Big data may benefit the excess & surplus lines marketplace. The IBM Institute for Business 
Value echoes this point: "Specifically, business economics are being redefined across three 
dimensions: 
o Connected and Open - proliferation of broadband and mobile devices is creating an 

environment of expanded engagement with customers, partners and others. 
o Simple and Intelligent - reduced complexity and the growth of ever-smarter cognitive 

technologies based on sophisticated analytics and expanding sources of data are 
supporting more insight-driven decision making. 

o Fast and Scalable - expansion of agile approaches, easier integration of activities and 
reduced cost of collaboration inside and outside the organization are supporting broader, 
faster development cycles and business models."8 

• Increasing the quantity and quality of sales leads, improving prospecting list accuracy, 
territory planning, win rates and decision-maker engagement strategies are all areas where big 
data is making a contribution to sales today. 

• As seen below, Forbes’ research indicates that the vast majority of big data use cases 
involving customer analytics, with operational analytics and fraud/compliance use cases 
following respectively: 
 

 
8 IBM Institute for Business Value. "Innovating Insurance: Lessons from the world's leading innovators." IBM 
Corporation, March 2016. https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-
bin/ssialias?subtype=XB&infotype=PM&htmlfid=GBE03745USEN&attachment=GBE03745USEN.PDF 

https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=XB&infotype=PM&htmlfid=GBE03745USEN&attachment=GBE03745USEN.PDF
https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=XB&infotype=PM&htmlfid=GBE03745USEN&attachment=GBE03745USEN.PDF
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1 

• The use of analytics to enhance customer service will create demand and build loyalty. 
Effective use of this may allow carriers to: 
o Proactively market to and service desirable clients/segments  
o Realize high hit ratios 
o Retain and grow profitable business/market share 
o Grow profitable insured portfolios with an event-based sales approach 
o Create new markets, products, services with predictive modeling and integrated data 

management 
o Enhance internal cross-pollination 
o Produce market-leading data 

• Advanced analytics can play a key role in increasing operational efficiencies within 
organizations. 

• Big data’s ability to transform companies and entire industries gives CEOs actionable 
intelligence to boost revenue in the following ways:  
o Identifying new customers, either in new or adjacent markets  
o Spotting additional revenue opportunities from existing customers  
o Identifying new product/service opportunities  
o Improving customer service and support  
o Reducing time to market  
o Implementation of better pricing models  

• Advisors from McKinsey & Company suggest that, “rather than undertaking massive 
overhauls of their companies, executives should concentrate on targeted efforts to source 
data, build models, and transform the organizational culture.”9  This is sound advice for 
smaller insurance firms with modest budgets. 

• Big data analytics continues to play a key role in preventing insurance fraud through the use 
of mining social media data.  

• The cost of acquiring, storing, and backing-up data has dropped significantly, and the costs 
continue to drop, making big data efforts even more affordable.  

• The use of big data has the potential to smooth out market cycles by allowing for better 
predicting and supporting better analysis, both of which have impacts on the overall use of 
resources and capital. 

 
9 Barton, D. and Court, D. “Making Advanced Analytics Work for You.” Harvard Business Review. October 2012. 
https://hbr.org/2012/10/making-advanced-analytics-work-for-you  

https://hbr.org/2012/10/making-advanced-analytics-work-for-you
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• In the course of developing big data talent, training some of the current workforce is a much 
better and lower cost option than hiring higher-priced outside experts.  

• “Opportunities for subrogation often get lost in the sheer volume of data – most of it in the 
form of police records, adjuster notes and medical records”.10 By using text analytics on big 
data sets insurers will be able to identify words, phrases and scenarios which typically lead to 
a subrogation case, this will help to recover losses which may have been previously left for a 
while or missed completely.   

 
 
COVID-19 Specific Opportunities   

 

• Insurers have the opportunity to form partnerships with global Big Data companies and 
learn from each other as the demand for both data and insurance increases in the aftermath 
of COVID-19.11 

• COVID-19 induced uncertainty has created a high demand, low supply environment in the 
insurance marketplace, which presents an opportunity for new capital to enter the 
marketplace with the backing of Big Data and expect an underwriting profit. 

• The sudden shift to a largely remote workforce will likely accelerate the adoption of big data 
opportunities in the future, as a completely digital workplace will generate more data for 
analysis and support more adoption of data-based insights. 

• A larger digital economy may accelerate the customer’s willingness to accept digital-only 
offerings and interactions from their insurer. The more customers interact digitally with the 
industry, the more information about customer preferences and profitability potential is 
gathered. 

• Claims are being adjusted remotely using digital technology, which accelerates the capture of 
loss-specific data into large digital datasets. Incorporating and learning from this data could 
lead to more efficient loss adjustment, better fraud detection and superior customer 
experiences in the future. 

 

Threats: 
 

• Getting involved with big data initiatives involves a certain level of risk. There are data 
security, data privacy, costs and bad analytics perils that must be addressed. While business 
leaders are encouraged to take risk to expand their businesses, many insurance professionals 
are risk averse, or take a very conservative approach when it comes to taking risk, especially 
risks involving technology. 

•  The delay in making the decision to launch a big data analytics project is critical. While many 
of the larger MGAs have already launched a big data initiative, a significant number of the 

 
10 Rose, S. “Six ways big data analytics can improve insurance claims processing” 
https://www.sas.com/en_gb/insights/articles/risk-fraud/big-data-analytics-improves-claims-processing.html  
11 Lee, J. Japanese insurer Somp investing $500 million in data analytics firm Palantir. Rueters. June 18, 2020. 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-palantir-funding/japanese-insurer-sompo-investing-500-million-in-data-analytics-
firm-palantir-idUSKBN23P3R0 
Ratliff, E. We Can Protect the Economy From Pandemics. Why Didn’t We? Wired. June 16, 2020. 
https://www.wired.com/story/nathan-wolfe-global-economic-fallout-pandemic-insurance/ 

https://www.sas.com/en_gb/insights/articles/risk-fraud/big-data-analytics-improves-claims-processing.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-palantir-funding/japanese-insurer-sompo-investing-500-million-in-data-analytics-firm-palantir-idUSKBN23P3R0
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-palantir-funding/japanese-insurer-sompo-investing-500-million-in-data-analytics-firm-palantir-idUSKBN23P3R0
https://www.wired.com/story/nathan-wolfe-global-economic-fallout-pandemic-insurance/
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smaller ones have not.  The wiser companies are getting started with small projects that 
support a future goal, knowing that tech and knowledge will continue to change and the 
projects they undertake four or five years from now may look different. 

• The successful execution of big data analytics is fundamental to the outcome of the projects. 
The costs and level of investment associated with these types of projects means that 
misunderstandings which are addressed or recognized early on could lead to significant 
problems in later stages. 

• The availability of resources in the MGAs local area to lead and run such big data projects 
will continue to be challenging. As the field continues to evolve, however, this may be solved 
by alternative business models offering specialized services to this market niche. 

• The financial requirements to establish and maintain big data and analytics is significant. 
Many of the smaller wholesaler operations will not be able to afford such expenditures, thus 
this will place them at a competitive disadvantage, and may even result in them being subject 
to adverse selection.  

• In McKinsey's work with companies, they found that determining where to focus 
investment is one of the largest challenges. Ruben Sigala, chief analytics officer, Caesars 
Entertainment, articulated this well: "What we found challenging, and what I find in my 
discussions with a lot of my counterparts that is still a challenge, is finding the set of tools 
that enable organizations to efficiently generate value through the process. I hear about 
individual wins in certain applications but having a more sort of cohesive ecosystem in 
which this is fully integrated is something that I think we are all struggling with, in part 
because it's still very early days. Although we've been talking about it seemingly quite a bit 
over the past few years, the technology is still changing; the sources are still evolving."12 This 
creates challenges in deciding where to invest money in data analysis and may create 
challenges in moving projects forward due to uncertainty. 

• Another McKinsey report states: “Without uncovering and acting on the opportunities big 
data presents, many companies are leaving millions of dollars of profit on the table. The 
secret to increasing profit margins is to harness big data to find the best price at the 
product—not category—level.”13 

• As the amount of data being analyzed and collected continues to grow, the number of data 
elements that require a higher level of data security continues to grow as well. As a result, the 
use of advanced data protection technologies creates an additional burden on those with big 
data solutions, both in terms of costs to secure and with the talent that will handle data 
security for companies.  

• Improper, incomplete, or incorrect analysis can result in decisions made that could put 
significant pressure on companies’ ability to survive such an error. In addition, too granular 
an analysis will result in increased expense loads and in some cases, the actionable 
information may not be available at the correct point in the sales/underwriting/decision-

 
12 McKinsey Analytics. "How companies are using big data and analytics." McKinsey & Company. April 2016. 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/how-companies-are-using-big-data-
and-analytics 
13Baker, W., et. al. “Using big data to make better pricing decisions.” McKinsey & Company. June 2014. 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/using-big-data-to-make-better-
pricing-decisions  

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/how-companies-are-using-big-data-and-analytics
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/how-companies-are-using-big-data-and-analytics
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/using-big-data-to-make-better-pricing-decisions
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/using-big-data-to-make-better-pricing-decisions
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making process. This detailed analysis also runs the risk of not delivering the result or of 
providing the same result as a simpler and less complex model.  

• The regulatory environment will continue to apply pressure to those holding data. What is 
defined as private will continue to evolve and the compliance with this regulation will drive 
up costs and complexities in systems as they are built and maintained.  

• As the value of data increases, the ability to obtain it freely from public sources or via 
customer interaction may also be impacted. Customers may increase their expectations of 
value in exchange for providing their data. Additionally, the move toward opting-in for data 
providing may reduce the amount of data freely available in the future. 

• The increasing use of data allows greater analysis, therefore, the more data points there are 
for each risk, the more technology can compartmentalize these, pushing more lines of 
business into a commoditization model. When the product becomes a commodity, the key 
differentiator becomes price, with coverage and other factors like claims handling becoming 
secondary. 

• Legacy data and systems, especially with larger organizations, create issues, costs, 
complexities and other issues that will impact big data initiatives. Furthermore, M&A activity 
where a firm acquires another firm that is not as technologically advanced also creates legacy 
data issues, and the conversion/updating of this data into a modern system and 
infrastructure will require significant resources. 

• Retention is an obstacle to seizing the benefits of big data.  Once employees are trained, 
keeping them is the next challenge. The formation of big data teams is encouraged, with 
augmentation from external resources in order to take full advantage of the talent assembled.  

• As we see through our other research, not finding the best clients faster could also bring 
missed opportunity, thus leaving significant dollars on the table and driving opportunity cost 
higher. 

• As more Insurtechs surface there is increasing pressure on more traditional insurers to keep 
pace and develop new systems in line with the changing market and demands. Alongside 
these regulatory constraints, more traditional insurance may make it harder to compete with 
new less-regulated entrants.  

• In the US, one data company uses 442 non-medical attributes to predict medical costs and show 
which clients are profitable to insure.14 This type of research could have significant implications 
to the life insurance market, however, in light of health disparities between the rich and poor, 
this type of big data project has the potential to harm those who really need protection. 
 

COVID-19 Specific Threats 
 

• Not all brokers and insurers were prepared for the sudden shift to an entirely remote 
environment, and some were forced to make major shifts in their planned IT spend to 
support more automated processes and provide needed technology to staff. The shift in 
resources may delay some big data projects. 

 
14 The Guardian. “The Guardian view on big data and insurance: knowing too much” September 27th, 2018. 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/27/the-guardian-view-on-big-data-and-insurance-knowing-
too-much  

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/27/the-guardian-view-on-big-data-and-insurance-knowing-too-much
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/27/the-guardian-view-on-big-data-and-insurance-knowing-too-much
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• State regulators may use the desire for more COVID-19 related data reporting to impose 
data reporting requirements on surplus lines insurers in the future. States have already 
increased data call requests for cyber and other lines, requiring surplus lines participation in 
some cases and in other cases, leaving it ambiguous as to whether the data call applies to 
non-admitted insurers. COVID-19 could accelerate this trend of regulatory encroachment 
into the non-admitted space. 

• The rise in digital interactions has the potential to make the customer more aware of the 
amount of data being gathered, and consequently more concerned. This could lead to 
additional restrictions on the use of data in the future. 

 
Summary of Research: 
 

Big data analytics involve innovative analysis of large volumes of traditional and new data 
sources (such as social media, photographs, videos, written texts, and sensor results). Emerging 
analytical techniques of deep learning are used to discern patterns, trends, and associations from 
these data sources to make faster and better business decisions. 

 

 
TechTarget Network. “Essential Guide: AWS Analytics Tools Help Make Sense of Big data.” Tech Target Network. 
https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/big-data-analytics 

 
It is technology that many people find hard to understand. As a result, they are not well-

positioned to get started on such projects. The use of analytics has been a part of the insurance 
business for many years. However, the number of data points that feed analysis is what is changing, 
and this change is happening quickly.  

The tools available to help companies with data analysis continue to grow and the resulting 
price(s) for these tools continues to come down. Furthermore, the ability to implement the tools is 

https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/big-data-analytics
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much easier, and with cloud computing platforms these solutions can be spun up and expanded with 
minimal investments from business users.  

The technology in use today won’t support most of what will be needed in the years to 
come, but that doesn’t mean they don’t play an important role in building the foundation for big 
data. The use of structured and unstructured data, along with operational data points, will be the 
driver that enables businesses to use data in the optimal manner. Correlating data points is clearly an 
art (as opposed to a science) at this point, but as additional models are built, these will help 
businesses develop both predictive and operational models. 

Big data, while starting stronger in retail and other industries, is trickling its way into the 
insurance sector. As competitive pressures mount, companies will spend more and invest in those 
technologies which not only protect revenue streams but also position the company for growth.  Big 
data has the potential to satisfy this objective. 

For each underwriting risk there is a fair price, and determining the optimal price is 
becoming more of a science. The more data points that are known the better a risk can be reviewed 
and priced. On the personal lines side, telematics (long-distance transmission of computerized 
information) offers the ability to obtain precise pricing based on additional data points, and this 
methodology is expanding into commercial and other lines of insurance.  

 
Determining how to link big data elements and transform this data into information will 

continue to be a challenge, and those who are the early adopters will gain a competitive advantage. 
Big data and the use of advanced analytics, whether performed by the company or for the company, 
while an individual decision, is one that must be carefully thought through. Although it may seem 
challenging to get started, starting with a small proof-of-concept (POC) then expanding into a 
broader scope makes the most sense and will afford all organizations, regardless of size, to reap the 
benefits of big data.  
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